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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

This document describes how to transfer data from a IBM Cognos TM1 cube 
into IBM Cognos Controller using staging tables and a stored procedure to 
carry out the import automatically. 

1.2 Applicability 

IBM Cognos Controller 

1.3 Exclusions and Exceptions 

There are no known exclusions and exceptions at the time this document was 
created. 

2 Transferring Data between TM1 and IBM Cognos 

Controller with a TI Process 

2.1 Overview 

This document describes how to transfer data from a TM1 cube into IBM 
Cognos Controller using staging tables and a stored procedure to carry out 
the import automatically. 

 

If you need to transfer data from more than one cube, then additional TI 
processes can be created and then they can all be included in a single chore 
to fire them all off in one step. 

 

Essentially it is possible to transfer data from TM1 to Controller with a single 
click or automatically on a scheduled basis. 

 

The examples described here have been created in a specific copy of the 
UKFPM VMware Image. 

 

The examples and instructions have been created so that it should be easy to 
replicate the steps in any install with TM1 and Controller.  

 

An Import Specification must be created in Controller to import the data from 
the staging tables to the live tables, if there are no special steps to be carried 
out in Controller this can simply be a copy of the default specification 
provided with any Controller install, #ST_DATA. 

 

Additional steps can be added to the Import Specification in Controller using 
the functionality available in designing Import Specifications. 
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2.2 Steps to be completed as part of data import 

The following steps are required as part of the data import using Turbo 
Integrator: 

1. Create an ODBC connection to the Controller DB, under Admin 
Tools/Data Sources/System DSN. 

2. Create a view in TM1 that contains the data you wish to transfer, 
selecting the right alias for the dimensions can make the view cleaner. 
The example view is called FPM Transfer in the UKFPM example. 

The preview of the view in TI displays the member IDs, but the 
transfer of data uses the Aliases used in the View, this can be difficult 
to work with and care must be taken.  See Best Practice Notes in Step 
4 to ensure the transfer is robust. 

 

 

 

3. Create a TI process. The data source should be a TM1 Cube View, you 
can browse to the correct cube to view. It will then display the first 
line in the Preview window named FPM Transfer in the UKFPM 
example. 
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When you are browsing for the View, there is an option to Create View.  
You can check the settings on this to ensure the view is correctly configured. 
For instance, if you are looking at aggregated values you clear the Skip 
Consolidated Values check box. 
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4. On the Variables tab, select Other in the Contents column for all 
items that you want to use.  One item should be selected as Data. 

 

 

 
You can calculate additional variables to supplement the information 
from the View or manipulate information from the View. 

 
Best Practice Notes: 

 
If the member IDs in TM1 are different to Controller codes, then you 
can use an Alias to hold the Controller type code on each member. In 
the example an Alias called CCR has been created for several 
dimensions. 

 
The view can be set to display the most appropriate ID or Alias for 
users and then within the variables it is possible to ensure that the 
correct Alias is sent to Controller by using additional variables and 
TM1 formulae. 

 
For instance: in the Scenario dimension, the following Aliases are used 

 
Member ID = “11”,  
Member_Caption = “Actual”,  
English = “Actual”,  
Deutsch = “Ist” 
CCR = “AC” 
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Using the TM1 formula to calculate a new variable: 
CCR_ACTUALITY=ATTRS('SCENARIO',SCENARIO,'CCR');  
you can ensure that it is always the CCR Alias that is delivered to 
Controller. 

 
Another example is calculating the correct form for the Period code, in 
this example TM1 has separate dimensions for Month and Year, so the 
correct aliases are collected for both Month and Year and then 
combined creating a new variable using the following formulae 

 
PERM=ATTRS('MONTH',V4,'CCR'); 

 
PERY=ATTRS('YEAR',V6,'MEMBER_CAPTION'); 

 
CCR_PERIOD=INSRT(SUBST(PERY,3,2),SUBST(PERM,1,2),1); 

                                                 
For help on these functions look in TM1 Help under Rules Functions. 

5. In the Advanced tab / Data you need to add some SQL.  It will 
transfer the data directly into the staging table xstagefact.  An st_id of 
UKFPM is used at this step, it will be updated later. The example SQL 
is divided into four sections, as TI can only handle 255 characters in 
one string.  It has been divided as follows: 

 
SQL1 – contains the “insert” columns for all the core Controller 
dimensions 
SQL2 – contains the “insert” columns for some additional dimensions 
SQL3 – contains the “value” items for all the columns listed in SQL1 
SQL4 – contains the “value” items for all the columns listed in SQL2 

 
You can add or remove items in the SQL if required, but both the 
insert and value lines have to be changed. 

 
In the Values section the names need to be changed to match the 
Variable names you have defined, for instance in this case the variable 
for Period is CCR_PERIOD. 

 

VALUES ( 

                               LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_STID%'')), 

   LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_PERIOD%'')), 

   LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_ACTUALITY%'')), 

   LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_COMPANY%'')), 

   LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_CURR%'')), 

   LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_ACCOUNT%'')), 

   %CCR_AMOUNT%, 

 
In the line  
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ODBCOutPut( 'Controller', sql1, sql2, EXPAND(sql3), EXPAND(sql4));  

 
the EXPAND function turns the %CCR_PERIOD% etc. into the correct 
values at runtime. 

 
 
<<< SQL Example Code <<< 

 

## Push Data into the XSTAGEFACT table 

 

 

ODBCOpen('Controller', 'fastnet', 'fastnet'); 

 

sql1 = ' INSERT INTO xstagefact ( 

                                     st_id, 

    st_period, 

    st_actuality, 

    st_company, 

    st_currency, 

    st_account, 

                       st_amount,'; 

 

sql2 = '          st_extdim1, 

    st_extdim2, 

                                     st_extdim3, 

                                     st_extdim4, 
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                                     st_c_company, 

                                     st_trancurr, 

                                     st_tranamount, 

                                     st_free1)'; 

 

sql3 = '                     VALUES ( 

                                      LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_STID%'')), 

     LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_PERIOD%'')), 

     LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_ACTUALITY%'')), 

     LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_COMPANY%'')), 

     LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_CURR%'')), 

     LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_ACCOUNT%'')), 

     %CCR_AMOUNT%,'; 

 

sql4 = '                        NULL, 

     LTRIM(RTRIM(''%CCR_PRODUCT_TYPE%'')), 

                                      NULL, 

                                       NULL, 

                                       NULL, 

                                       NULL, 

                                      %CCR_ZERO%, 

                                      NULL)'; 

 

ODBCOutPut( 'Controller', sql1, sql2, EXPAND(sql3), EXPAND(sql4)); 

 

 

 

ODBCClose('Controller'); 

 

>> 

 

• In the Advanced / Epilog tab add the SQL to create the correct 
st_id. Update the st_id for the lines just inserted into xstagefact and 
send the trigger for the stored procedure in Controller. 

• The first section of SQL works out and create a Job Name to be 
inserted into the column st_id.  This looks at the table to find if there 
are any Job Names starting with UKFPM. If there are, it will add 1 to 
the highest number of that job to create a new Job Name. 

• The second section updates all items that have a Job Name of UKFPM 
with the unique Job Name created above. 

• The third section sends the trigger for the stored procedure. 
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• Within Controller an Import Specification FPMPL has been created to 
load the data from the Staging Tables to the live tables. This can 
include operations and lookups where required. 

 
The trigger is: 

 

exec usp_triggerimportbatchjobs @st_id, @spec, 

''D'','''',''ADM'',''1'',''2009-09-09'' 

 
The “1” tells Controller to import immediately. 
 

 

 
<<< SQL Example Code <<< 

 

## SQL1 = Calculate st_id required ## 

 

## SQL2 = Update lines in xstagefact ## 

 

## SQL3 = Trigger Import Task in Controller ## 

 

## NB Update the name of the Import Specification in the section sql3 

## 

 

ODBCOpen('Controller', 'fastnet', 'fastnet'); 

 

sql1 = '  declare @st_id as varchar(8) 

              set @st_id = ''UKFPM''+ 
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    case when 

    (select max(right(st_id, len(st_id)-5)) 

    from fastnet.xstagefact 

  where left(st_id, 5) = ''UKFPM'') is null then cast(1 as  

                                  varchar(3)) 

    else cast((select max(right(st_id, len(st_id)-5)) +1 

from fastnet.xstagefact where left(st_id, 5) = ''UKFPM'') as 

varchar(3)) 

    end'; 

 

sql2 = ' Update xstagefact set st_id = @st_id where st_id = ''UKFPM'' 

'; 

 

 

sql3 = ' declare @spec as varchar(12) 

             set @spec = ''FPMPL'' 

 

exec usp_triggerimportbatchjobs @st_id, @spec, 

''D'','''',''ADM'',''1'',''2009-09-09'' '; 

 

 

ODBCOutPut( 'Controller', sql1, sql2, sql3); 

 

ODBCClose('Controller'); 

 

 

>>> 

2.3 Results in Controller 

Under Batch Queue / Manage you will be able to see the Job Name after a 
successful execution. It will have been allocated the next available batch ID 
number. 

 

An Import External Data Log Report is also created. This log report can 
records the number of lines read and any rejections. 

 

If the specification has been activated for the Tracking Report it will also be 
there. The example in MWM has been activated. 

 

Data will have been loaded for the appropriate Company and the Status will 
have been updated. 

 


